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(57) ABSTRACT 

A microstrip antenna system and a method for communi
cating a dual polarized signal in the microstrip antenna 
system, is provided. An embodiment of the microstrip 
antenna system includes a stripline feed circuit (SFC) 
located in an SFC layer. The SFC layer lies between an 
upper stripline substrate and a lower stripline substrate. A 
lower ground plane lies below the lower stripline substrate. 
An upper ground plane lies above the upper stripline sub
strate. The embodiment reduces backward radiation. 
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MICROSTRIP ANTENNA SYSTEM AND 
METHOD 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT 

The U.S. government has a paid-up license in this inven
tion and the right in limited circumstances to require the 
patent owner to license others on reasonable terms as 
provided for by the terms of agreement numbered F30602-
96-2-0188 awarded by DARPA of U.S. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Technical Field 

The present invention generally relates to antennas, and 
more particularly to a microstrip antenna system and method 
for communicating a dual polarized signal in the microstrip 
antenna system. 

2. Discussion of Related Art 

Microstrip antennas have been used for various tasks. 
Significant development of microstrip antennas began in the 
early 1970's. Since then, extensive research and develop
ment effort has been expended on exploiting the advanta
geous features of microstrip antennas which includes, but is 
not limited to, planar configuration, light weight, low 
volume, low fabrication costs, and ease of fabrication using 
standard photolithography techniques. 

In a conventional probe-fed antenna system, there are 
multiple stripline feed circuit layers and each stripline feed 
circuit layer has a substrate layer above and beneath. A 
hard-wired feed requires a sequential drill process through 
the multiple feed circuit layers and the substrate layers, 
thereby making the fabrication of the probe-fed antenna 
system complicated and expensive. Additionally, heat can 
cause thermal-expansion and potentially breakage of the 
substrate layers comprised in the probe-fed antenna system. 
The breakage of the substrate layers causes a breakage of the 
hard-wired feed, thereby resulting in a loss of electrical 
contact between the probe-fed antenna system and a circuit 
electrically coupled to the probe-fed antenna system. 
Moreover, a conventional microstrip configuration, of con
ventional microstrip antenna systems, is an open structure, 
thereby allowing radiation in a rearward or backward direc
tion. The microstrip configuration is aperture-coupled. Back 
radiation is nearly always detrimental to performance of the 
conventional microstrip antenna systems. The microstrip 
configuration is also difficult to integrate into additional 
lower layers of a multi-layered printed circuit. 

In a conventional microstrip antenna system by Pozar, as 
illustrated in Pozar D. M., "Microstrip Antenna Aperture
Coupled to a Microstrip-Line," Electronics Letters, Vol. 21, 
1985, pp. 49-50, there is generally a single slot, which 
allows only single polarization and not dual polarization of 

2 
is a microstrip configuration, thereby allowing the first slot 
to radiate the signal in a rearward or backward direction, 
which is nearly always detrimental to performance of the 
microstrip antenna system. Additionally, a conventional 

5 microstrip antenna system by Zurcher, as illustrated in 
Zurcher, J. F., P. Gay Balmaz, R. C. Hall, and S. Kolb, "Dual 
Polarized, Single and Double Layer SSFIP Antennas," 
Microwave and Optics Technology Letters, Vol. 7, 1994, pp. 
406-410, comprises a microstrip configuration; thereby 

10 resulting in backward radiation that can interfere with sig
nals from electrical systems electrically coupled to the 
microstrip antenna system. 

Thus, a heretofore-unaddressed need exists in the industry 
to address the aforementioned deficiencies and inadequa-

15 c1es. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention overcomes the inadequacies and 
deficiencies of the prior art as discussed herein by providing 

20 a microstrip antenna system and a method for communicat
ing a dual polarized signal in a microstrip antenna system. 
An embodiment of the micros trip antenna system includes a 
stripline feed circuit (SFC) located in an SFC layer. The SFC 
layer lies between an upper stripline substrate and a lower 

25 stripline substrate. A lower ground plane lies below the 
lower stripline substrate. An upper ground plane lies above 
the upper stripline substrate. 

A preferred embodiment of the micros trip antenna system 
also comprises an SFC located in an SFC layer. The SFC 

30 layer is located between an upper stripline substrate and a 
lower stripline substrate. A lower ground plane is located 
below the lower stripline substrate. An upper ground plane 
is located above the upper stripline substrate. Four slots are 
located in the upper ground plane. A lower microstrip 

35 substrate is located between a lower microstrip patch 
antenna and the upper ground plane. An upper microstrip 
substrate is located between an upper microstrip patch 
antenna and the lower microstrip patch antenna. 

A method for communicating a dual polarized signal in 
40 the microstrip antenna system comprises the steps of feeding 

a dual polarized signal from the SFC to the upper stripline 
substrate, and propagating the dual polarized signal from the 
upper stripline substrate to the upper ground plane. Another 
method for communicating a dual polarized signal in the 

45 microstrip antenna system comprises the steps of receiving 
a dual polarized signal from a propagation medium to the 
upper ground plane, propagating the dual polarized signal 
from the upper ground plane to the upper stripline substrate 
and further propagating the dual polarized signal from the 

50 upper stripline substrate to the SFC. 
Other features and advantages of the present invention 

will be or become apparent to one with skill in the art upon 
examination of the following drawings and detailed descrip
tion. It is intended that all such additional features and 

55 advantages be included within this description, be within the 
scope of the present invention, and be protected by the 
accompanying claims. 

a signal such as an electromagnetic signal. The conventional 
microstrip antenna system by Pozar is aperture-coupled. 
Adding a second slot orthogonal to the first slot and centered 
under a patch antenna, comprised in the microstrip antenna 
system by Pozar, is generally not possible since two micros
trip feed circuits that are located beneath the slots cannot 60 

occupy the same space without electrically interfering with 
each other. Although, it is possible to move the second slot 
off center of the patch antenna and orthogonal to the first 
slot, doing so results in poor polarization performance and 
radiation pattern asymmetry. Hence, the microstrip antenna 65 

system by Pozar does not allow dual polarization of the 
signal. Furthermore, the microstrip antenna system by Pozar 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention can be better understood with reference to 
the following drawings. The components in the drawings are 
not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon 
clearly illustrating the principles of the present invention. 
Moreover, in the drawings, like reference numerals desig
nate corresponding parts throughout the several views. 

FIG. lA is a top view of a prior art probe-fed antenna 
system. 
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FIG. lB is a side view of the prior art probe-fed antenna 
system of FIG. lA. 

FIG. 2A is a top-down view of a prior art microstrip 
configuration. 

FIG. 2B is a side view of the prior art microstrip con- 5 

figuration of FIG. 2A. 
FIG. 3 is a prior art microstrip antenna system. 

4 
140, 142, 146, 147, 148, or lSl. This can cause a loss of 
electrical contact between the patch 121 and either the first 
spigot 1S4 or the second spigot lSS. 

FIG. 2A is a top-down view of a prior art microstrip 
configuration 200. FIG. 2B is a side view of the prior art 
micros trip configuration 200 of FIG. 2A. A substrate 202 lies 
below a microstrip feed circuit layer 201. A ground plane 
203 lies below the substrate 202. The microstrip configura
tion 200 is an open structure, thereby allowing a slot (not 

FIG. 4A is a side view of a stripline configuration of a 
microstrip antenna system. 

FIG. 4B is a top-down view of the stripline configuration 
of the microstrip antenna system of FIG. 4A. 

FIG. SA is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the 
microstrip antenna system of FIGS. 4A and 4B. 

FIG. SB is a top-down view of the microstrip antenna 
system of FIG. SA 

10 shown) that is located above the microstrip feed circuit layer 
201, to radiate in a rearward or backward direction. Back 
radiation is nearly always detrimental to performance of an 
antenna (not shown) comprised in the microstrip configu
ration 200. The microstrip configuration 200 is also difficult 

FIG. 6 provides a flowchart illustrating a method for 
communicating a dual polarized signal in the microstrip 
antenna system of FIGS. SA and SB. 

15 to integrate into additional lower layers of a multi-layer 
printed circuit (not shown). 

FIG. 7 is a composite top view of the microstrip antenna 20 

system of FIGS. SA and SB. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF IBE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT(S) 

Turning now to the figures, where like reference numerals 
designate corresponding parts throughout the figures, FIG. 
lAis a top view of a prior art probe-fed antenna system 160. 
As illustrated by FIG. lA, the antenna system 160 comprises 
one or more patches 121-132 that are located on a conven
tional multi-layered board 100. The patch 121 comprises 30 
four pins, 111, 113, llS, and 117 for receiving and trans
mitting a signal, although the number of pins may differ. 
Each of the patches 122-132 also comprises four pins. 

In a conventional microstrip antenna system 320 by 
Pozar, illustrated in FIG. 3, a patch antenna 310 lies on the 
top of an upper substrate 311 that is located above a ground 
plane 313. A microstrip feed circuit layer 31S lies below a 
lower substrate 314 that is located below the ground plane 
313. A slot 312 is located in the ground plane 313 and is 
centered under the patch antenna 310. The microstrip 
antenna system 320 by Pozar presents a slot coupled 

25 approach of coupling from a microstrip feed circuit (not 
shown) on the microstrip feed circuit layer 31S through the 
slot 312. 

FIG. lB is a side view of the prior art probe-fed antenna 
system 160 of FIG. lA. Each of the pins 111, 113, llS, 117 35 
on the patch 121 are hard-wired, where a hard wire 140 
connects pin 113 to an SFC 143. A hard wire 142 connects 
pin 117 to the SFC 143. A hard wire 146 connects pin llS 
to an SFC lSO and a hard wire 147 connects the pin 111 to 
the SFC lSO. Furthermore, a fifth hard wire 148 connects the 40 
SFC 143 to a spigot lSS, and a hard wire lSl connects the 
SFC lSO to a spigot 1S4. Connection of the hard wires 140, 
142, and 146-147 to the SFCs 143, and lSO, is referred to 

Unfortunately, the slot-coupled approach is limited in 
numerous ways, two of which are provided below. A first 
limitation is that the single first slot 312 allows only single 
polarization. Adding a second orthogonal polarization in an 
exact same manner that is allowed by the slot 312, but 
rotated by 90°, is generally not possible, since two micros-
trip feed circuits (not shown) that are located on the micros
trip feed circuit layer 31S, would have to simultaneously 
occupy the same space without electrically interfering with 
each other. It is possible to move the first slot 312 off-center 
of the patch antenna 310, making room for a second 
orthogonal slot (not shown), rotated 90°, and off-center of 
the patch antenna 310. Unfortunately, doing so results in an 
asymmetric field distribution on a microstrip patch radiator 
(not shown) comprised in the microstrip patch antenna 
system 320 by Pozar, thereby resulting in asymmetric radia-as a hard-wired feed since hard wires 140, 142, and 146-147 

feed the SFCs 143, and lSO, respectively. 45 tion patterns and generally poor polarization performance. 
Hence, the microstrip antenna system 320 by Pozar does not 
allow dual polarization of the signal. 

A second limitation, of the micros trip antenna system 320 
by Pozar, is that a feed architecture that comprises the 
microstrip feed circuit layer 31S and the lower substrate 314 
is constructed in a microstrip configuration. As stated above 
with reference to FIGS. 2A and 2B, a microstrip configu
ration is an open structure, thereby allowing the slot 312 to 
radiate the signal in a rearward or backward direction. Back 
radiation is nearly always detrimental to performance of the 
patch antenna 310. 

"A Two-Substrate Dual Polarized Aperture-Coupled 
Patch," 1996 IEEE Antennas and Propagation Symposium, 
pp. 1544-1547, provides a conventional antenna system that 
generates symmetric radiation patterns. However, the 
antenna system is a microstrip configuration, thereby allow-
ing back radiation. Moreover, the antenna system comprises 
two microstrip feed circuits, thereby requiring two printed 
circuit layers, one printed circuit layer for each microstrip 

The hard-wired feed generally requires a sequential drill 
process through a substrate 1S6, a stripline ground plane 
1S7, a stripline substrate 141, an SFC layer 144, a stripline 
substrate 14S, a stripline ground plan 1S8, a stripline sub
strate 149, an SFC layer 1S2, a stripline substrate 1S3, and 50 

a stripline ground plane 1S9. Moreover, although the probe
fed antenna system 160 provides dual polarization and a 
wide frequency bandwidth, it requires a set of layers, 
thereby making the sequential drill process difficult. 
Typically, the stripline substrate 141 lies above and the 55 

stripline substrate 14S lies below the SFC layer 144. The 
stripline substrate 149 lies above and the stripline substrate 
1S3 lies below the SFC layer 1S2. Furthermore, the SFC 143 
and the SFC lSO generally are located in two separate layers, 
namely, the SFC layer 144, and the SFC layer 1S2, respec- 60 

tively. Unfortunately, having multiple layers, drilling 
through each layer, placing the SFC 143 on the SFC layer 
144 and the SFC lSO on the SFC layer 1S2, makes the 
fabrication of the probe-fed antenna system 160 complicated 
and expensive. 65 feed circuit. 

Additionally, heat can cause the substrates to expand or 
bend, thereby resulting in breakage of any of the hard wires 

Additionally, a prior art microstrip antenna system by 
Zurcher comprises four slots that allow dual polarization of 
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the upper stripline substrate SlO, the SFC layer Sll, the 
lower stripline substrate Sl3, and the lower ground plane 
Sl4 can be electrically coupled to each other, be glued to 
each other, fastened to each other with screws, or coupled to 

5 each other by any method known to people having ordinary 
skill in the art. 

the signal. A gap between the four slots allows routing of a 
microstrip feed circuit located between the slots. Two 
microstrip feed circuits symmetrically feed the four slots, 
thereby obtaining symmetric radiation patterns and improv
ing polarization performance. Unfortunately, the microstrip 
antenna system by Zurcher implements the microstrip con
figuration 200, as illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B, and 
therefore it suffers from the same backward radiation that the 
microstrip antenna system by Pozar, in FIG. 3, suffers. The 
backward radiation can interfere with signals related to 10 

electrical systems electrically coupled to the microstrip 
antenna system by Zurcher. 

Furthermore, the SFC layer Sll, the upper microstrip 
patch antenna SOl, and the lower microstrip patch antenna 
S03 can be made of any material including, but not limited 
to, solid aluminum, sheet steel, or fiberglass. Moreover, the 
upper and the lower ground planes SOS and Sl4 can be made 
of any metal, such as, aluminum, or any other material 
known to people having ordinary skill in the art. 
Furthermore, the upper and the lower stripline substrates 
SlO and Sl3 can be made of any material including, but not 

In accordance with the present invention, FIG. 4Ais a side 
view of a stripline configuration of a microstrip antenna 
system 400. FIG. 4B is a top-down view of the stripline 
configuration of the microstrip antenna system 400 of FIG. 
4A. In both figures, an SFC layer 403 is located between an 
upper stripline substrate 402 and a lower stripline substrate 
404. An upper ground plane 401 is located above the upper 
strip line substrate 404. A lower ground plane 40S is located 
below the lower stripline substrate 404. 

Preferably, the upper ground plane 401, the upper stripline 
substrate 402, the SFC layer 403, the lower stripline sub
strate 404, and the lower ground plane 40S, in FIGS. 4A and 
4B, referred to collectively as the layers, are centered with 
respect to each other. However, the layers may not be 
centered with respect to each other. 

Furthermore, the layers can be electrically coupled to each 
other, be glued to each other, fastened to each other with 
screws, or coupled to each other by any method known to 
people having ordinary skill in the art. Moreover, the SFC 
layer 403 can be made of any material including, but not 
limited to, solid aluminum, sheet steel, fiberglass, or any 
other material known to people having ordinary skill in the 
art. The upper and the lower ground planes 401 and 40S can 

15 limited to, ceramic, gallium arsenide, or polyethylene there
phtalate. Additionally, the upper microstrip substrate S02, 
the lower microstrip substrate S04, the upper ground plane 
SOS, the upper stripline substrate SlO, the lower stripline 
substrate Sl3, and the lower ground plane Sl4 improve the 

20 efficiency of the upper and the lower microstrip patch 
antennas SOl and S03. Efficiency of the upper and the lower 
microstrip patch antennas SOl and S03 accounts for the 
following losses: (1) reflection because of mismatch 
between a feeding transmission line and the antennas and (2) 

25 conductor and dielectric losses. 
The electromagnetically shielded architecture allows 

placement of the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. 4A, 
4B, SA, and SB on objects, including but not limited to, an 
airplane, a building, a house, or a car. A reason for the 

30 allowance is that the electromagnetically shielded architec
ture isolates any electrical systems electrically coupled to 
the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA, and SB, 
thereby reducing the probability of coupling energy between 
the electrical systems and the microstrip antenna system of 

35 FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA, and SB. 

be made of materials including, but not limited to, metals 
such as aluminum. Examples of the upper and the lower 
ground planes 401 and 40S are a natural surface such as the 
earth or sea surface, an artificial surface such as a roof of a 

40 
motor vehicle, and a specially designed surface such as a 
disc of a discone antenna. The upper and the lower stripline 
substrates 402 and 404 can be made of any material such as, 

The upper ground plane SOS comprises four slots, a first 
slot S06, a second slot S07, a third slot S08, and a fourth slot 
S09. In FIG. SA, the second slot S07 is behind the fourth slot 
S09, and therefore is not shown. The second slot S07 is 
located orthogonal to and clockwise to the first slot S06. The 
third slot S08 is located orthogonal to and is clockwise to the 
second slot S07. The fourth slot S09 is located orthogonal to 
and is in a clockwise direction from the third slot S08. In the 
preferred embodiment of the microstrip antenna system of for instance, ceramic, gallium arsenide, or polytetrafiuoro

ethylene (PTFE). 

FIG. SA is a side view of a preferred embodiment of the 
microstrip antenna system 400 of FIGS. 4Aand 4B. FIG. SB 
is a top-down view of the microstrip antenna system of FIG. 
SA In both figures, an SFC layer Sll lies between an upper 
stripline substrate SlO and a lower stripline substrate Sl3. 
An upper ground plane SOS is located above the upper 
stripline substrate SlO and a lower ground plane Sl4 is 
located below the lower stripline substrate Sl3. The upper 
ground plane SOS, the upper stripline substrate SlO, the 
stripline feed circuit layer Sll, the lower stripline substrate 
Sl3, and the lower ground plane Sl4 form a stripline 
configuration. The stripline configuration is an electromag
netically shielded architecture. To explain, the lower strip
line substrate Sl3 and the lower ground plane Sl4 form a 
shield that significantly reduces backward radiation pro
duced by an antenna. A lower micros trip patch antenna S03, 
or an upper microstrip patch antenna SOl can act as the 
antenna. A reduction of the backward radiation increases 
efficiency of the antenna. 

The upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, an upper micros
trip substrate S02, the lower microstrip patch antenna S03, a 
lower microstrip substrate S04, the upper ground plane SOS, 

45 FIGS. SA and SB, the slots are rectangular. However, the 
slots can be of shapes including, but not limited to, circular, 
square, dog bone, or any other shape known to people 
having ordinary skill in the art. Nevertheless, generally, the 
four slots are of such a size and shape that they avoid any 

50 overlap with an SFC Sl2 except in a very small, controlled 
area. The SFC layer Sll comprises the SFC Sl2. 

Additionally, the first slot S06 and the third slot S08 are 
arranged such that they are centered above the upper strip
line substrate SlO. The second slot S07 and the fourth slot 

55 S09 are also centered above the upper stripline substrate SlO. 
The arrangement of the four slots S06-S09 allows the 
microstrip antenna system, of FIGS. SA and SB, to offer 
symmetric radiation patterns, improve polarization purity, 
and reduce cross-talk between each linear polarization. 

60 Moreover, the four slots S06-S09 provide an ability to 
function with any polarization including, but not limited to, 
a dual polarization of a signal. The signal can be any type of 
signal including, but not limited to an electromagnetic signal 
of any frequency or any other signal known to people having 

65 ordinary skill in the art. The four slots S06-S09 facilitate the 
dual polarization of the signal since two of the four slots are 
used for each linear polarization. 
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are required in the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. SA 
and SB, as compared to the probe-fed antenna system 160 of 
FIGS. lA and lB. A reason is that in the probe-fed antenna 
system 160 of FIGS. lA and lB, it is difficult to physically 

The upper microstrip patch antenna S01 is located above 
the upper microstrip substrate S02. The lower microstrip 
patch antenna S03 is located below the upper microstrip 
substrate S02 and above the lower microstrip substrate S04. 
The lower microstrip substrate S04 is located above the 
upper ground plane SOS. The upper microstrip patch antenna 
SOl and the upper microstrip substrate S02 are in a micros
trip configuration. Moreover, the lower microstrip patch 
antenna S03 and the lower microstrip substrate S04 are in a 
microstrip configuration. Any kind of antenna known to 
people having ordinary skill in the art can be used instead of 
the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl and the lower 
microstrip patch antenna S03. Furthermore, an array of 
antennas can be used in place of the upper microstrip patch 
antenna S01 or the lower microstrip patch antenna S03. 

5 place the SFC 143 and the SFC lSO in a single layer. This 
difficulty of placing the SFC 143 and the SFC lSO into a 
single layer results in an additional stripline assembly, the 
SFC layer 1S2, thereby further resulting in two additional 
substrate layers, the stripline substrate 149 and the stripline 

10 substrate 1S3. Contrarily, in the microstrip antenna system 
of FIGS. SA and SB, it is physically possible to place the 
SFC Sl2 on a single SFC layer Sll. Hence, placement of the 
SFC Sl2 on a single SFC layer Sll avoids the costs, 
complications, effort and time associated with multiple 

Each of the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl and the 
lower microstrip patch antenna S03 is essentially a resonant 
structure that can be thought of as a planar dipole, with two 

15 layers in the probe-fed antenna system 160 as is shown by 
the prior art of FIGS. lA and lB. 

or more resonant modes. Basic radiation mechanism and 
implementation of utility of the upper microstrip patch 20 
antenna SOl and the lower microstrip patch antenna S03 has 
not changed since the inception of microstrip patch anten
nas. The upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, as well as the 
lower microstrip patch antenna S03 have inherently narrow 
bands of frequency operation because they are resonant 25 
cavity devices. Therefore, a majority of the research devoted 
to antennas in the past two decades has focused on tech
niques for feeding the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl 
and the lower microstrip patch antenna S03, with a goal of 
improving frequency bandwidth of the microstrip antenna 30 
system. One such technique presented by Sabban, illustrated 
in Sabban, A., "A new broadband stacked two-layer micros
trip antenna," IEEE AP-S Internation Symposium Digest, 
1983, pp. 63-66, involves stacking two patch antennas, 
which can be tuned at different frequencies. The technique 35 
is called a stacked-patch approach, and is utilized by the 
preferred embodiment of FIGS. SA and SB. However, the 
upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, the upper microstrip 
substrate S02, the lower microstrip patch antenna S03, and 
the lower microstrip substrate S04 are not requisite compo- 40 
nents of the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. SA and SB. 

The SFC Sl2 is located in a single SFC layer Sll to avoid 
the costs, complications, time, and effort associated with the 
probe-fed antenna system 160 of FIGS. lAand lB. As stated 
with reference to the prior art, in the probe-fed antenna 45 

system 160 of FIGS. lA and lB, the SFC 143 and the SFC 
lSO are located on two separate layers, the SFC layer 144, 
and the SFC layer 1S2. This requires drilling through a set 

Additionally, the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. SA 
and SB avoids a probability of breakage of hard wires 
associated with the probe-fed antenna system 160 of FIGS. 
lA and lB. A reason for this avoidance is that there is no 
hard wire connecting the SFC Sl2 to the lower microstrip 
patch antenna S03 or the upper microstrip patch antenna 
SOl. Hence, generally there is no risk of breakage of an 
electrical contact caused by thermal expansion when heat is 
applied to the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. SA and 
SB. 

Moreover, the microstrip configuration 200 of FIGS. 2A 
and 2B is very difficult to integrate into additional lower 
layers of a multi-layer printed circuit (not shown) of the 
microstrip antenna system of FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA and SB. 
Contrarily, the microstrip antenna system of FIGS. 4A, 4B, 
SA and SB can be integrated as part of a multi-layer printed 
circuit board. The multi-layer printed circuit board can 
house any number of devices, including control devices like 
phase shifters and attenuators, transmit power amplifiers, 
low-noise receive amplifiers, digital control circuits, prime 
power distribution networks, and RF beam-forming com
biners for use in array configurations. 

In the preferred embodiment of the microstrip antenna 
system of FIGS. SA and SB, the upper strip line substrate SlO 
is less thick than the lower stripline substrate Sl3. 
Furthermore, the upper stripline substrate SlO has a different 
dielectric constant than the lower stripline substrate Sl3. 
Making the upper stripline substrate SlO thinner and of a 
different dielectric constant than the lower stripline substrate 
Sl3 helps improve the frequency bandwidth of the micros
trip antenna system of FIGS. SA and SB. The frequency 
bandwidth of the microstrip antenna system preferably 
ranges from 1 % to 50%. Of course, the frequency bandwidth 
may fall within a different range. 

The upper stripline substrate SlO may have the same or 
different thickness as that of the lower stripline substrate 
Sl3, and the upper stripline substrate SlO may have the same 
dielectric constant as that of the lower stripline substrate 
Sl3. Thickness of the upper stripline substrate SlO may 
range from 0.003 to 3.000 inches. Thickness of the lower 
stripline substrate Sl3 may range from 0.005 to 12.000 
inches. Also, the dielectric constant of the upper and the 
lower stripline substrates SlO and Sl3 may range from 1.0 
to 100. It should be noted that the above-mentioned ranges 
may differ from those provided hereinabove. 

of layers, the SFC layer 144 and the SFC layer 1S2. 
Furthermore, the stripline substrate 141 is located above and 50 

the stripline substrate 14S is located below the SFC layer 
144. Similarly, the stripline substrate 149 is located above 
and the stripline substrate 1S3 is located below the SFC layer 
1S2. This generally requires additional drilling through the 
stripline substrate 141, the stripline substrate 14S, the strip- 55 

line substrate 149, and the stripline substrate 1S3. 
Furthermore, there is drilling through the substrate 1S6, and 
the stripline ground planes 1S7-1S9. There is drilling 
through the substrate 1S6, the stripline ground planes 
1S7-1S9, and the stripline substrates 141, 14S, 149, and 1S3 60 

to connect the spigots 1S4 and lSS to the patch 121. 
Contrarily, in accordance with the preferred embodiment of 
the invention, in the microstrip antenna system 400 of FIGS. 
4A and 4B, generally, there is no drilling involved through 
the different layers of FIGS. 4A and 4B. 

Furthermore, the upper stripline substrate SlO, the lower 
stripline substrate Sl3, the upper microstrip substrate S02, 

65 and the lower microstrip substrate S04 can be made of any 
dielectric material, including, but not limited to, Teflon® by 
DuPont company, semi-conductor, fiberglass, air, or any 

Moreover, since the SFC Sl2, of FIGS. SA and SB, is 
located on a single stripline assembly, fewer substrate layers 
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Some applications of the microstrip antenna system of 
FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA, SB, and 7, include, but are not limited to, 
commercial applications, or Department of Defense appli
cations. For instance, the microstrip antenna system of 

other material known to people having ordinary skill in the 
art. Furthermore, the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, 
the upper microstrip substrate S02, the lower microstrip 
patch antenna S03, the lower microstrip substrate S04, the 
upper ground plane SOS, the upper stripline substrate SlO, 
the SFC layer Sll, the lower stripline substrate Sl3 and the 
lower ground plane Sl4 can be of any shape or size known 
to people having ordinary skill in the art. Moreover, each of 
the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, the upper microstrip 
substrate S02, the lower microstrip patch antenna S03, the 
lower microstrip substrate S04, the upper ground plane SOS, 
the upper stripline substrate SlO, the SFC layer Sll, the 
lower stripline substrate Sl3, and the lower ground plane 
Sl4 can be planar or curved. 

5 FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA, SB, and 7, can be used to communicate 
dual polarized signals between a commercial or a military 
aircraft and a satellite system. However, the microstrip 
antenna system of FIGS. 4A, 4B, SA, SB, and 7, would be 
well suited to many current and planned commercial com-

10 munication antennas, especially for Cell site base stations 
for Public Communication Systems (PCS). 

Preferably, the upper microstrip patch antenna SOl, the 
upper microstrip substrate S02, the lower microstrip patch 15 

antenna S03, the lower microstrip substrate S04, the upper 
ground plane SOS, the upper stripline substrate SlO, the SFC 
layer Sll, the lower stripline substrate Sl3, and the lower 
ground plane Sl4, referred to collectively as the layers, are 
centered with respect to each other. However, the layers may 20 

not be centered with respect to each other. 
FIG. 6 provides a flowchart illustrating a method for 

communicating the dual polarized signal in the microstrip 
antenna system of FIGS. SA and SB. The flow chart of FIG. 
6 shows the architecture, functionality, and operation of a 25 

possible implementation of the method for communicating 
the dual polarized signal in the microstrip antenna system of 
FIGS. SA and SB. In this regard, each block represents a 
module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one 
or more executable instructions for implementing the speci- 30 
fied logical function(s). It should also be noted that in some 
alternative implementations, the functions noted in the 
blocks may occur out of the order noted in FIG. 6. For 
example, two blocks shown in succession in FIG. 6 may in 
fact be executed substantially concurrently or the blocks 35 
may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending 
upon the functionality involved, as will be further clarified 
hereinbelow. 

As shown by block 610, the SFC Sl2 (FIGS. SA and SB) 
feeds the dual polarized signal to the upper stripline sub- 40 

strate SlO (FIGS. SA and SB). In block 620, the upper 
stripline substrate SlO (FIGS. SA and SB) then propagates 
the dual polarized signal to the upper ground plane SOS 
(FIGS. SA and SB). As shown by block 630, the upper 
ground plane SOS (FIGS. SA and SB) further propagates the 45 

dual polarized signal to a propagation medium. The propa
gation medium can be any medium, including but not 
limited to an electromagnetic medium at any frequency or 
any other medium known to people having ordinary skill in 
the art. Alternatively, a dual polarized signal can be received 50 

from the propagation medium by the upper ground plane 
SOS (FIGS. SA and SB). The upper ground plane SOS (FIGS. 
SA and SB) propagates the dual polarized signal to the upper 
stripline substrate SlO (FIGS. SA and SB) that further 
propagates the dual polarized signal to the SFC Sl2 (FIGS. 55 

SA and SB) located in the SFC layer Sll (FIGS. SA and SB). 

The above-described embodiments of the present 
invention, particularly, any "preferred" embodiments, are 
merely possible examples of implementations, merely set 
forth for a clear understanding of the principles of the 
invention. Many variations and modifications may be made 
to the above-described embodiment(s) of the invention 
without departing substantially from the spirit and principles 
of the invention. All such modifications and variations are 
intended to be included herein within the scope of this 
disclosure and the present invention and protected by the 
following claims. 

Therefore, having thus described the invention, at least 
the following is claimed: 

1. A microstrip antenna system, comprising: 

a lower stripline substrate; 
an upper stripline substrate; 
a stripline feed circuit layer located between the lower 

stripline substrate and the upper stripline substrate; 
a lower ground plane located below the lower stripline 

substrate; and 
an upper ground plane located above the upper stripline 

substrate, wherein the microstrip antenna system 
reduces backward radiation, and wherein the upper 
ground plane comprises a first slot, a second slot, a third 
slot, and a fourth slot to allow dual polarization of a 
signal, the second slot located in a clockwise direction 
and orthogonal to the first slot, the third slot located in 
a clockwise direction and orthogonal to the second slot, 
and the fourth slot located in a clockwise direction and 
orthogonal to the third slot. 

2. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein the 
upper ground plane comprises a first slot, a second slot, a 
third slot, and a fourth slot to allow dual polarization of a 
signal, the second slot located in a clockwise direction and 
orthogonal to the first slot, the third slot located in a 
clockwise direction and orthogonal to the second slot, and 
the fourth slot located in a clockwise direction and orthogo
nal to the third slot. 

3. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein a 
lower microstrip substrate is located above the upper ground 
plane, a lower microstrip patch antenna is located above the 
lower microstrip substrate, the lower microstrip patch 
antenna is a first resonant structure, and the lower microstrip 
substrate and the upper ground plane improve efficiency of 
the lower microstrip patch antenna. 

4. The microstrip antenna system of claim 3, wherein an 
upper microstrip substrate is located above the lower 

FIG. 7 is a composite top view of the microstrip antenna 
system of FIGS. SA and SB. The SFC layer Sll comprises 
the SFC Sl2. The SFC Sl2 symmetrically feeds four slots, 
namely, the first slot S06, the second slot S07, the third slot 
S08, and the fourth slot S09. The first and third slots S06 and 
S08 are used for a linear polarization feed, and the second 
and fourth slots S07 and S09 are used for another linear 

60 microstrip patch antenna, an upper microstrip patch antenna 
is located above the upper microstrip substrate, the upper 
microstrip patch antenna is a second resonant structure, and 
the upper microstrip substrate improves efficiency of the 

polarization feed. The upper stripline substrate SlO is 
located above the SFC layer Sll and below the upper ground 65 

plane SOS. A lower stripline substrate Sl3 is located between 
the SFC layer Sll and above the lower ground plane Sl4. 

upper microstrip patch antenna. 
S. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein a 

lower microstrip substrate is located above the upper ground 
plane, a lower microstrip patch antenna is located above the 
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and a lower stripline substrate, the upper ground plane is 
located above the upper stripline substrate, and a lower 
ground plane is located below the lower stripline substrate. 

lower microstrip substrate, an upper microstrip substrate is 
located above the lower microstrip patch antenna, an upper 
microstrip patch antenna is located above the upper micros
trip substrate, the lower microstrip patch antenna is a first 
resonant structure, the upper microstrip patch antenna is a 
second resonant structure, and the upper ground plane, the 
lower microstrip substrate, and the upper microstrip sub
strate improves efficiency of the lower and the upper micros
trip patch antennas. 

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the upper stripline 
5 substrate has a different thickness than the lower stripline 

substrate. 

6. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein the 
upper stripline substrate has a different thickness than the 
lower stripline substrate. 

7. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein the 
upper stripline substrate is less thick than the lower stripline 
substrate. 

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the upper strip line 
substrate is less thick than the lower stripline substrate. 

18. The method of claim 11, wherein the upper stripline 
10 substrate has same thickness as the lower stripline substrate. 

19. The method of claim 11, wherein the lower stripline 
substrate has a different dielectric constant than the upper 
stripline substrate. 

8. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein, the 
upper stripline substrate has same thickness as the lower 
stripline substrate. 

20. The method of claim 11, wherein the lower stripline 
15 substrate has same dielectric constant as the upper stripline 

substrate. 

9. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein the 
upper stripline substrate has a different dielectric constant 
than the lower stripline substrate. 

10. The microstrip antenna system of claim 1, wherein the 
upper stripline substrate has same dielectric constant as that 
of the lower stripline substrate. 

11. A method for communicating a dual polarized signal 
in a microstrip antenna system, comprising the steps of: 

feeding the dual polarized signal from a stripline feed 
circuit layer to an upper stripline substrate; and 

20 

25 

propagating the dual polarized signal from the upper 
stripline substrate to an upper ground plane, wherein 
the stripline feed circuit layer is located between the 30 
upper stripline substrate and a lower stripline substrate, 
the upper ground plane is located above the upper 
stripline substrate, and a lower ground plane is located 
below the lower stripline substrate, wherein the upper 
ground plane has a first slot, a second slot, a third slot, 35 
and a fourth slot, and wherein the second slot is located 
orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of the first 
slot, the third slot is located orthogonal to and in a 
clockwise direction of the second slot, and the fourth 
slot is located orthogonal to and in a clockwise direc- 40 
tion of the third slot. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the upper ground 
plane has a first slot, a second slot, a third slot, and a fourth 
slot, wherein the second slot is located orthogonal to and in 
a clockwise direction of the first slot, the third slot is located 45 
orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of the second slot, 
and the fourth slot is located orthogonal to and in a clock
wise direction of the third slot. 

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising the steps 
of: 50 

communicating the dual polarized signal from the upper 
ground plane to a lower microstrip substrate that is 
located above the upper ground plane, and further 
communicating the dual polarized signal from the 
lower microstrip substrate to a lower microstrip patch 55 

antenna located above the lower microstrip substrate. 
14. The method of claim 13, further comprising the steps 

of 

21. A method for communicating a dual polarized signal 
in a microstrip antenna system, comprising the steps of: 

receiving a dual polarized signal in an upper ground 
plane; 

propagating the dual polarized signal from the upper 
ground plane to an upper stripline substrate that is 
located below the upper ground plane; and 

further propagating the dual polarized signal from the 
upper stripline substrate to a stripline feed circuit layer, 
wherein the stripline feed circuit layer is centered 
above a lower stripline substrate, the lower stripline 
substrate located above a lower ground plane, wherein 
the upper ground plane has a first slot, a second slot, a 
third slot, and a fourth slot, and wherein the second slot 
is located orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of 
the first slot, the third slot is located orthogonal to and 
in a clockwise direction of the second slot, and the 
fourth slot is located orthogonal to and in a clockwise 
direction of the third slot. 

22. A microstrip antenna system, comprising: 
means for feeding a dual polarized signal from a stripline 

feed circuit layer to an upper stripline substrate; and 
means for propagating the dual polarized signal from the 

upper stripline substrate to an upper ground plane, 
wherein the stripline feed circuit layer is located 
between the upper stripline substrate and a lower 
stripline substrate, the upper ground plane located 
above the upper stripline substrate, and a lower ground 
plane located below the lower stripline substrate, 
wherein the upper ground plane has a first slot, a second 
slot, a third slot, and a fourth slot, the second slot being 
located orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of 
the first slot, the third slot being located orthogonal to 
and in a clockwise direction of the second slot, and the 
fourth slot being located orthogonal to and in a clock
wise direction of the third slot. 

23. The microstrip antenna system of claim 22, wherein 
the upper ground plane has a first slot, a second slot, a third 
slot, and a fourth slot, the second slot being located orthogo
nal to and in a clockwise direction of the first slot, the third 
slot being located orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction 
of the second slot, and the fourth slot being located orthogo-communicating the dual polarized signal from the lower 

microstrip patch antenna to an upper microstrip sub
strate that is located above the lower microstrip patch 
antenna, and further communicating the dual polarized 
signal from the upper microstrip substrate to an upper 
microstrip patch antenna located above the upper 
microstrip substrate. 

60 nal to and in a clock-wise direction of the third slot. 

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the stripline feed 
circuit layer is located between the upper stripline substrate 

65 

24. The microstrip antenna system of claim 22, further 
comprising: 

means for communicating the dual polarized signal from 
the upper ground plane to a lower microstrip substrate 
that is located above the upper ground plane; and 

means for further communicating the dual polarized sig
nal from the lower microstrip substrate to a lower 
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microstrip patch antenna located above the lower 
microstrip substrate. 

25. The microstrip antenna system of claim 24, further 
comprising: 

means for communicating the dual polarized signal from 5 

the lower microstrip patch antenna to an upper micros
trip substrate located above the lower microstrip patch 
antenna; and 

means for further communicating the dual polarized sig
nal from the upper microstrip substrate to an upper 10 

microstrip patch antenna located above the upper 
microstrip substrate. 

26. The microstrip antenna system of claim 22, wherein 
the upper stripline substrate has a different thickness than the 
lower stripline substrate. 15 

27. The microstrip antenna system, of claim 22, wherein 
the upper stripline substrate is less thick than the lower 
stripline substrate. 

28. The microstrip antenna system of claim 22, wherein 
the upper stripline substrate has same thickness as the lower 20 

stripline substrate. 
29. The microstrip antenna system, of claim 22, wherein 

the lower stripline substrate has a different dielectric con
stant than the upper stripline substrate. 

14 
30. The microstrip antenna system of claim 22, wherein 

the lower stripline substrate has same dielectric constant as 
the upper stripline substrate. 

31. A microstrip antenna system, comprising: 
means for receiving a dual polarized signal in an upper 

ground plane; 
means for propagating the dual polarized signal from the 

upper ground plane to an upper stripline substrate that 
is located below the upper ground plane; and 

means for further propagating the dual polarized signal 
from the upper stripline substrate to a stripline feed 
circuit layer, wherein the stripline feed circuit layer is 
centered above a lower stripline substrate, and the 
lower stripline substrate is located above a lower 
ground plane, wherein the upper ground plane has a 
first slot, a second slot, a third slot, and a fourth slot, the 
second slot being located orthogonal to and in a clock
wise direction of the first slot, the third slot being 
located orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of 
the second slot, and the fourth slot being located 
orthogonal to and in a clockwise direction of the third 
slot. 

* * * * * 


